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Contacts

The goal is the development of a data-

driven system for automated rhetorical

parsing of Russian texts. For training,

we use the recently published Ru-

RSTreebank annotated corpus

https://rstreebank.ru/eng.

The corpus consists of 179 texts: 79

texts of such genres as news, news

analytics, popular science, and 100

research articles about linguistics and

computer science (203,287 tokens).

Framework: the Rhetorical Structure

Theory. EDUs: finite clauses,

prepositional phrases, adverbial

phrases headed by corresponding

connectives (cf. because of, in spite of).

17 rhetorical relation types.

Annotation tool: rstWeb

(https://corpling.uis.georgetown.edu/rst

web/info/).

Inter-annotator agreement:

Krippendorff’s unitized Alpha is 81%.

Types of annotations in the corpus:

segmentation of EDUs, discourse units

nuclearity, types of discourse relations,

rhetorical tree construction.

Lexicon of primary and secondary

discourse connectives, based on this

corpus and other lexicons – nearly 450

items (cue phrases are informative

features for rhetorical relation

classification).

Corpus

Theory (RST) relations as markers on the discourse
level.

5 subtasks: sentence segmentation,

relation prediction, discourse tree

construction, classification of connected

DU pairs into nuclear-satellite, labeling

relations between DUs.

Sentence segmentation: with external

rule-based tools such as AOT.ru.

Relation prediction: simple binary

classification task. Positive objects for

this task are provided by gold parses of

the corpus. Negative objects are

generated by considering adjunct

unconnected DUs in the gold parses.

For construction of the connected

discourse tree, we adopt an algorithm

from (Hernault et al., 2010) that

greedily merges DUs according to

probabilities obtained from binary

classification on the previous step.

Classification of connected DU pairs

into nuclear-satellite: three-label

classification task: “Satellite-Nucleus”

(SN), “Nucleus-Satellite” (NS),

“Nucleus-Nucleus” (NN).

Labeling relations between DUs:

using the results from the 4
th

step, we

predict a label of DU relations - as a

multi-label classification task. We select

11 most important relations (for which

the dataset contains at least 320

examples).

Feature selection: gradient boosting on

decision trees (GBT) + logistic

regression with L1 regularizer.

Parsing Pipeline
Features: combinations of various

features. From the whole set of

features (3,624 features), CatBoost

model for rhetorical type relation

classification selected 2,054 informative

lexical, morphological, and semantic

features (word embeddings).

Important lexical features (1,941):

occurrences of cue phrases at the

beginning and at the end of first and

second DUs, 5 elements of TF-IDF

vectors and 2 elements of averaged

word embeddings for the first DU and 9

elements of TF-IDF vectors for the

second DU.

Important morphological features

(97): combinations of punctuation,

nouns, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions,

adjectives, prepositions, pronouns,

numerals, particles as the first word

pairs of discourse units; combinations

of punctuation, verbs, adverbs, nouns,

pronouns, adjectives, conjunctions,

prepositions, particles, numerals as the

last word pairs of DUs.

=> Most of the important features

are related to discourse connectives.

The common reason behind relation

classification mistakes is the usage of

connectives:

Next steps. The ensemble of CatBoost

model with selected features and a

linear SVM model provides the best

results for relation classification. In the

future work, we will develop the pipeline

further, apply an extended version of

discourse connectives lexicon, as well

as implement more complex deep

learning methods.
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